Dana Nichols
From:

nafaboard@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Dale Smith [dgsmith@us.ibm.com]

Sent:

Thursday, January 24, 2008 5:03 PM

To:

nafaboard@yahoogroups.com

Subject: [nafaboard] Flyballk.org-AGENDA-Fw: Proposal to Recognize Regional Placements

----------------Sent from my BlackBerry Handheld.
----- Original Message ----From: Chris VanWert [chrisandblast@hotmail.com]
Sent: 01/24/2008 04:38 PM
To: NAFA <flyball@flyball.org>
Subject: Proposal to Recognize Regional Placements
To the NAFA Executive Director, Sam Ford
and the NAFA Board of Directors;
Subject: Award for Second and Third Place Regional Placements
This is a suggestion for recognizing the clubs that finish in second and third place
within their Region for Regular and Multi-breed class competition.
At the present moment, NAFA awards a plaque to each club that finishes in first
place for Regional Champion in both the Regular and Multi-breed classes. I think it
is fitting and proper that Clubs that work hard and train and compete well should
be awarded a plaque for being named their Region's Champion in these classes.
I think it would be appropriate and beneficial for NAFA to recognize the
achievement of the clubs that finish in second and third place for their Region in
these classes as well. Not with a plaque but, perhaps with a special paper
"Certificate of Achievement" recognizing the hard work and efforts these clubs have
put forth competing in their Region. To finish in second or third pace behind the
Regional Champions for one racing season is no small achievement and
recognizing the clubs that finish that high would go a long way to promote NAFA
flyball.
Thank you for considering this idea. You have my permission to make this email
available to the public.
Sincerely,
Christine VanWert
NAFA Club #455 The Wooferines
Region 1
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